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The world is changing, populations are
expanding steadily and food sources
are neither keeping pace, nor are
they distributed equitably. Pollution,
global warming, erosion, non-potable
water, and soil depletion, among other
environmental changes, are seriously and perhaps irreversibly - impacting the
delicate balance of our ecosystem and further curtailing man’s
ability to produce healthy food.
With its team of world-renowned scientists, proven record
of accomplishment for innovative research and applied
agricultural strategies, and its key location in the ecologically
diverse Middle East, the Volcani Institute is uniquely poised to
face the challenge of preserving our collective future. Our vision
is to develop and disseminate innovative, daring and broadly
applicable solutions to provide healthy nutrition, in a sustainable
manner, to an ever hungrier planet. We believe that our ability
to conduct synergistic, integrative and interdisciplinary research
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across traditional boundaries will lead to the scientific advances
we aim to achieve.
One of our major challenges in Volcani is to harness and
implement the most advanced scientific tools to address
some of the most pressing agricultural challenges of our day
- food security and safety, climate change and environmental
sustainability.
World Food Day 2020 revolves around the subject of: "Grow,
Nourish, Sustain. Together." in order to highlight sustainable
food systems needed for food security and nutrition. The end
goal of the event is to promote action and provide a common
focus.
The articles featured in this special edition written by Volcani
Center scientists, reveal cutting edge technologies developed
to sustain food security around the world.
Hopefully, by reading this special issue, readers can get the
impression of science impact on food consumption and
availability to people around the globe.

The Volcani Centers Celebrating a 100 Years of
Agricultural Research
Volcani Center's researchers have been exploring new frontiers,
leading to innovation and cutting edge technology in the field
of agriculture for the last 100 years.
This innovative spirit will lead us in our efforts to adjust to a
new age, challenged by climate changes affecting agriculture
and food supply.
The Volcani Center is a governmental organization and an arm
of The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.
Our groundbreaking research is a leading force in agriculture
in Israel and abroad. This enables Volcani to provide crucial aid
for numerous countries to sustain their food stability and supply
food for a growing population.
The Volcani Center includes six institutes & two research
centers that cover all research disciplines in agriculture.
The Institutes: Plant Sciences; Animal Sciences; Plant Protection;
Soil, Water and Environmental Sciences; Postharvest and Food
Sciences and Agriculture Engineering.

Gilat Research Center, located in the south of Israel, addresses
issues related to dessert agriculture, and Newe Ya'ar Research
Center, located in the north, addresses issues related to
sustainable agriculture.
The Volcani Center also hosts Israel's Plant Gene Bank. Its
mandate is to collect, preserve and evaluate plant species
indigenous to Israel, including landraces and primitive cultivars.
Charged with fostering knowledge, Volcani Center educates
the next generation of scientists and extension workers in
basic and applied agricultural research. Graduate students and
postdoctoral fellows from academic institutions in Israel and
overseas have the opportunity to be trained at Volcani in an
active research environment and state-of-the-art laboratories.
Volcani Center is known worldwide for its collaboration and
technology transfer. "Kidum", the center's R&D unit, is dedicated
to the management of Volcani's business-related activities
and responsible for commercializing the intellectual property,
technology transfer and the establishment of partnerships and
joint ventures .The center maintains trilateral cooperation and
close interaction between government-sponsored researchers,
extension services and farmers.
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Solving The
Need for Mass
Sorting and
Culling of
Day-Old Male
Chicks

Enbal Ben Tal Cohen, Michal Dimor,
Tatyana Kushnir, Olga Genin &
Yuval Cinnamon*
*Corresponding author email: yuvalc@volcani.agri.gov.il
Institute of Animal Science,
Agricultural Research Organization - Volcani Center

Introduction

Unwanted by the egg and meat industries, ~7 billion of day-old
male chicks are culled around the world annually by inhumane
and costly methods, which also result in global sustainability
issues. The killing of billions of day-old male chicks is among
the most devastating animal welfare issues in livestock farming,
worldwide. Throughout many decades of genetic selection
by the poultry breeding companies, layers and broiler strains
became highly divergent in terms of performances, rendering
males from the layers strain inadequate for meat production.
Thus, billions of day-old male chicks are manually sorted and
culled. This everlasting problem received much attention by
researchers trying to identify the differences between male and
female embryos as early as possible, trying to bias the male/
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female sex ratio, or trying to generate dual-purpose hybrid
strains in which females will lay eggs and males will be reared
as broiler.
In chicken, males harbor ZZ sex chromosomes while females
carry ZW, thus sex determination relies on segregation of the
maternal sex chromosome. Following fertilization, the sex
of the embryo is determined and cannot be further changed.
Apart from the differences in sex chromosomes, which are
impractical to detect, there are no overt differences between
male and female embryos until relatively late stages in
development as the embryo develops with a bi-potential
reproductive system.
The following describes a genetic solution which eliminates
the need to sort and cull day-old male chicks, altogether, by
generating a genetically transformed breed which will lay
breeding eggs from which only female embryos will emerge as
chicks and hatch. These hens will be genetically identical to the
wild-type hens currently used, i.e. both non-GMO and devoid
of any inactive gene-editing materials. The genetic solution
includes a transformation mechanism which induces cessation
of development of male embryos, which occurs soon after
oviposition, when the embryo (known as the blastoderm at this
stage) is composed of only two layers of cells (approximately
60-100 thousands cells). For context, a male-blastodermcontaining egg will appear similar to table eggs, in which no
embryo is visible to the naked eye. It is of the upmost importance
to ensure the health and welfare of the generated transformed
chickens, by numerous levels of validation processes aimed to
guarantee this.

The Rational

Sex determination in chickens is based on combination of the
sex chromosomes Z & W, males carry ZZ and females ZW.
The common denominator of all males is the Z chromosome
which segregates from the mother hen. Introducing a lethalityinducing gene on this chromosome will result in early
embryonic mortality of all male embryos while leaving the
female embryos alive and genetically identical to wild type
females. The females will then be reared to sexual maturity
and will lay table eggs which are identical to the eggs currently
produced by the industry (Fig. 1).

Technology

Generating a genome modified chicken line is a complex multistep interdisciplinary process, spanning from the in-silico
bioinformatics design, through tissue culture and microsurgery
to chicken husbandry and management. The workflow
comprises 5 main steps: (1) Generating and cultivating chicken
Primordial Germ-Cell (PGCs) lines; (2) Genome modification
in cultured PGCs; (3) Transplantation of modified PGCs to
surrogate embryos, and producing chimera chickens that are
screened for germ-line transmission and identifying potential,
fully transformed founder carriers; (4) Breeding founder

Fig. 1. Sex determination in chickens. By crossing a rooster (ZZ) with a hen (ZW), all male embryo receive the Z sex chromosome (marked in red) which
segregates from the mother hen. Introducing an inducible embryonic lethality gene, to this chromosome, results in an early embryonic mortality of
the male embryo soon after oviposition. The female embryo receives a wild-type unmodified Z chromosome from the rooster and an unmodified W
chromosome from the hen, thus it carries no modified genetic material. The female embryo will develop normally until it hatches, and upon reaching
sexual maturity it will lay table eggs which contain no modified genetic material, as currently produced by the industry.

chickens from genetic material obtained from the chimeras; (5)
Expanding the founder chicken colonies to founder flocks.
Comprehensive validation steps are required to ensure the
health and wellbeing of the modified chickens. These steps are
made to confirm that other than the desired genomic change,
no maladaptive off-targets changes have been generated,
before actually generating any living chicken. These steps
are done in-vitro in PGCs, which are embryonic cells that give
rise to the gametes in adults. Thus, using these cells allows
for transferring genetic traits between generations. PGCs are
collected from the blood stream of 2.5 d embryos. Isolated
PGCs are cultured in-vitro in a highly defined media, and can
be genetically manipulated using several genetic engineering
approaches including the CRISPR system.

Benefits

In order to be successful and adopted by the industry, any
potential solution must comply with the industry’s structure
and needs. The technology mentioned here, eliminates the
need for the male-female sorting step, thus leaving no need
to interfere with the hatcheries’ workflow, for example, by
introducing a costly and troublesome sorting technology. Since
the technology is based on genetic chromosomal segregation,
it is expected to be 100% accurate, and entirely applicable to
any strain of layers, regardless of egg coloration or size. Using
candling, which is routinely practiced in hatcheries to eliminate
infertile and dead embryos, up to 50% of incubation space can
be saved, thus improving revenues and sustainability. Most
importantly, the hens and table eggs are identical to the ones
currently produced by the industry.

Commercialization

Translation of agritech solutions from R&D stages to industrial
level faces major challenges. These include the building
of a business model, legislation and regulation processes,
quality assurance control, and more. To facilitate this, the
Agricultural Research Organization - The Volcani center, signed
a commercialization agreement with Impact NRS LLC. A US NY
based company, NRS is commercializing validated solutions
for major stakeholders in the global health and food industries.
Impact NRS solutions are specifically designed to significantly
improve the key performance metrics and to materially contribute
to sustainability, including goals outlined in the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and the Paris Agreement by the
United Nations.
NRS Agro Innovation, a division within the global polygenic
convergent innovation company, focuses on impacting four
main global challenges: Sustainable food production & nutrition;
environment and resource management; global warming; and
protein optimization. Currently, NRS Agro Innovation, through
its Israeli operations, is focusing on three major food and
agricultural opportunities: Gene editing/CRISPR; microbiome
optimization; and plant-based protein platforms. Within the
scope of these opportunities, the most advanced company
is NRS Poultry Sustainability and Transformation LTD (NRS
Poultry) headed by the CEO Mr. Eli Mor.

Summary

The sustainable sexing solution described here, hatches only
female chicks, removing the need for male chick sorting and
culling altogether, thus solving the devastating animal welfare
issue in livestock.
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Determinants
of Potato Skin
Appearance The Challenge
of Russeting
and Skinning
Injury Disorders

skin development. In addition to determining the appearance
of potatoes, smooth and intact skin is an important factor in
preventing tuber water loss, greening and pathogen invasion[3],
and consequently, the quality of stored tubers.
The potato tuber is covered with a protective corky tissue
named periderm (similar to cork of trees), whose outermost
layers are made of phellem cells (Fig. 2). During development,
the phellem become suberized and then die, forming the corky
layer termed 'skin'. The phellem are derived from a meristematic
layer located below them - the phellogen (cork cambium).
During tuber expansion, new skin layers are continuously
added by phellogen cell division, whereas superficial cork cells
are sloughed off, rendering the skin smooth and shiny. Tubers
with russet skin have a thicker layer of phellem than smoothskinned potatoes. This can result from increased activity of the
phellogen - for example, because of high soil temperature[2], or
from strong adherence between neighboring phellem cells so
that they are not sloughed off during tuber development[1].
When new layers of the skin are continuously added during
tuber expansion, the actively dividing phellogen is labile and
prone to fracture, allowing the separation of the skin from the
underlying tuber flesh, and resulting with skinning injuries. As
tuber expansion stops, phellogen activity also ceases and the
walls of those cells become thicker and resistance to skinning.
This process is known as 'skin-set'.
During recent years, we applied diverse experimental
approaches to cope with potato skin disorders, combining field
trials and molecular approaches.

Idit Ginzberg
iditgin@volcani.agri.gov.il
Institute of Plant Sciences,
Agricultural Research Organization - Volcani Center

The marketability and price of fresh market potatoes are being
determined by tuber appearance: shiny and smooth looking
tubers sell well while tubers with russeted skin or skinning
injuries do not (Fig. 1). Russeting refers to thickening and
cracking of the skin, resulting in an earthy appearance of the
tuber, and loss of the typical pigmentation. Skinning injuries
refer to peeling of the skin during harvest, which exposes
the tuber flesh. These skin disorders are not caused by
pathogens[1]. Potato growth displays a strong interaction effect
between genotype and environment, and suboptimal growth
conditions - such as high temperature[2], soil composition or
insufficient fertilizers - are often associated with impaired
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Field studies indicated a positive effect of mineral fertilization on
potato skin. The fertilizers, exploited by the roots, support plant
growth; however, they may also interact directly with the skin
of the tuber that is surrounded by the soil solution. The skin's
interaction with minerals in the soil was demonstrated in a series
of independent experiments applying calcium (Ca) fertilizers to
potato in the form of CaCl2[1] or polyhalite mineral[4]; the latter
is a hydrated sulfate of Ca, potassium (K), and magnesium
(Mg). The Ca-fertilizers reduced the percentage of tubers with
skin russeting and the severity of the russeting. Interestingly,
when polyhalite mineral was applied, an increase in periderm
K level over that of Ca was observed. It was suggested that the
polyhalite nutrients interact with the inert material of the corky
skin as an ion exchanger, and K binding is favored over that
of Ca and Mg. Yet, it was noted that the residual effect of the
polyhalite as a fertilizer on crop growth is higher than that of the
equivalent sulfate salts - K2SO4, CaSO4 and MgSO4.
Fertilization of potato with silica also resulted in a high level
of the mineral in the periderm[5]. As silicon (Si) accumulation
by the plant requires specific transporters, it further supported
the suggestion of passive absorption of the mineral from the

Fig. 1 - White and red potato cultivars exhibiting smooth and russet skin, and skinning injury

soil solution by the skin. All the fertilizers tested modified skin
anatomy by increasing phellem cell area and the expression
of suberin-biosynthetic genes. Si was further shown to result
in enrichment of the skin cell walls with oxidized aromatic
moieties, indicating enhanced lignification and suberization.
Although the treatments we have deployed slightly improved
skin appearance, none “cured” the costly problem of skin quality.
To better study skin development and factors involved in skin
disorders, microarray approach was used to compare skin
and tuber-flesh transcriptomes[6]. Functional gene analysis
indicated that genes involved in developmental processes
such as cell division, cell differentiation, morphogenesis and
secondary cell wall formation (lignification and suberization),
and stress-related activities, are more highly expressed in the
skin than in the tuber flesh. Transgenic plants carrying GUS
reporter constructs of selected skin specific genes indicated
differential expression in inner vs. outer layers of the skin
(e.g., newly formed phellem vs. mature corky phellem)[6].
This result encouraged us to characterize the activity of
the phellogen cells that are located as a single cell layer
immediately under the newly formed phellem. To this end, a
transcriptome was prepared from isolated potato phellogen
cells obtained by laser-capture microdissection technique[7].
Analysis of gene expression indicated phellogen similarity to
vascular cambium and the cork from trees. Highly expressed
genes and transcription factors indicated that phellogen
activation involves cytokinesis and gene reprograming for
the establishment of a dedifferentiation state; whereas
inactivation is characterized by activity of genes that direct
organ identity in meristem and cell-wall modifications. Further
analyses allowed the identification of genes with differential

and high expression levels during phellogen initiation and
the early stages of skin formation, as compared to genes
with differential and high expression following cessation of
phellogen activity and the induction of skin-set process[7].
We believe that combining knowledge from management trials
together with understanding the molecular factors and cellular
processes that govern potato skin development will allow us to
better control potato skin appearance.

Fig. 2 - Cross section of tuber surface as viewed by confocal microscope.
The skin is made of columns of phellem cells (double-head arrow) that
autofluorescence under UV light (blue cell walls). Superficial dead
phellem form the cork. Newly formed phellem are located above the
cambial phellogen cells (marked with asterisks)
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Wheat grains in warehouse

Less Loss and More Eco-Friendly:
Our Challenges in Grain Storage
Elazar Quinn, Anatoly Trostanetsky, Moshe Kostyukovsky and Daphna Gottlieb
dafnag@volcani.agri.gov.il
Department of Food Science, Agricultural Research Organization - Volcani Center

The storage of dry agricultural produce has been known for
its importance to the existence and development of human
society, for thousands of years. Prolonged storing of cereal
grains provides extended food security after harvest, and
affords commercial advantage owing to marketing flexibility.
In the current global Covid-19 pandemic, supply of grain among
countries has become less stable and less safe. As a result,
many countries have begun to store produce and to attach
more importance for food security. Regardless of the present
crisis, many countries' policy is to store food stocks for times of
emergency, in order to earn time and breathing space, until a
long-term solution is found.
Long-term storage increases risks of damage can occur by
abiotic factors, such as extreme temperatures and high humidity;
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or by biotic factors, such as birds, rodents, insects and molds.
The estimated grain loss during storage phase is up to 30% in
developing countries, and about 2% in developed countries.
Therefore, reducing damage in stored grains is an important
factor when dealing with global food crisis, and has a high
economic and ecological implication.
Stored product insects are a unique group of insects, which
have adapted to dry conditions and a diet of grains, and are
considered major pests of stored grain. These insects damage
the stored commodities directly, by eating and contaminating
the produce; as well as indirectly, by raising the temperature
and humidity of the grain bulk, thus causing the development of
molds and the decrease of produce quality. Protecting the stored
grain from these insects is achieved today by using integrated

Once grains are introduced into the silos or warehouses,
understanding the spatial and temporal patterns of insect pests
is critical for informed pest management. We study long-term
data collection to identify abiotic and biotic factors that may
spot and highlight early stages of infestation.
Several pest species are monitored by pheromone traps. These
traps only provide a qualitative assessment of pest incidence.
We study how timed releases of pheromone, during periods
of peak insect receptiveness, could provide accurate measures
of population levels. This in turn will allow optimization of
alternate control and most importantly, will reduce insecticide
treatment use. This approach of “timing the treatment” is one
of the main techniques in the discipline of agro-chronobiology,
which attempts to improve pest management practices by
implementing pest control tactics at specific times of the day,
when insects are more susceptible or receptive.

Grain silos

pest management methods. By this approach, high sanitation,
routine inspection and pest control treatments, are maintained
systemically during the whole storage period. Currently, pest
control in stored commodities is applied with chemicals, by
fumigants, aerosols and residual pesticides. Most of these pest
control treatments are performed effectively. However, there
is growing evidence of resistance to the insecticides used in
grain storage. This, besides the growing consumer demand for
wholesome, natural foods free of chemical additives, toxins,
and pesticide residues, compel us to search for alternative
substances and tactics which can be integrated in pest
management.
The Department of Food Science in the Volcani Center has
been involved in grain storage research for decades. Using
our knowledge and experience, accumulated over the years,
our research group, the grain storage and inspection unit
together with Daphna Gottlieb's laboratory, aim to replace
the use of chemical insecticides for eco-friendly pest control
methods. This is achieved by improving the use of current
pesticides and seeking new, "green" and sustainable pest
management strategies. This approach includes: (a) improving
current methods, (b) developing sensitive technologies for early
pest detection, and (c) the use of eco-friendly insecticides at
infestation.
The use of protectants, such as synthetic pyrethroids and
organophosphates is an important method for preventing
development of stored product insects. Protectants are applied
in order to disinfest insects' presence in the warehouses, prior
to grain introduction. We have recently found that pyrethroid
emulsion, sprayed on concrete surface, has partial efficiency
only. Therefore, we are now examining the effect of various
surfaces characteristics on the protectants efficacy, and the
effectiveness of various pyrethroids formulations.

Once infestation occurs, phosphine fumigation treatment is
most commonly used. The search for a phosphine substitute,
due to its high toxicity and global concern about insect
resistance, has led to extensive research in essential oils from
aromatic plants. Our studies include a wide range of essential
oils and their encapsulation into coarse and nano emulsions.
We use interdisciplinary methods for assessing essential oils
effectiveness. Most essential oils in our study are derived from
by-products of agricultural crops. Thus, additional use of the
product confers ecological and economic rentability.
Integrating biological control in grain storages is both promising
and challenging. Although the idea of using biological control
in stored products may seem ideal, several conditions limit its
use. The main constraint is that it requires more information
and careful timing compared to traditional insecticides. We
are studying the potential use of parasitoid wasps and Bacteria
(the latter,in collaboration with Prof. Sela's Lab at the ARO) as
biological control agentss. Our current focus is in establishing
the foundations for biological control program.
In conclusion, the unique knowledge and experience attained
in the Department of Food Science, alongside the cooperation
with inspectors and storekeepers, has already yielded results:
the loss of wheat grain stored in Israel is less than 0.5%, which is
a great achievement. New uprising challenges, such as reducing
use of chemical pesticides requires efforts, resources and longterm research.

Parasitoid wasp on wheat grain
Avichai Harush photo

Stored product insects on wheat
grains
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Mating
Pheromone A Novel
Attractant
Ally Harari, Ariel Glazer, Hadass Steinitz
aharari@agri.gov.il
Department of Entomology,
Agricultural Research Organization - Volcani Center

Sex pheromones are airborne molecules that elicit a reaction
in a individuals of the same species in relation to sex (Wyatt
2014). Sex pheromones are highly species-specific and play
a significant role both in natural selection through species
recognition (Roelofs and Carde 1974; Lofstedt et al. 1991) and
in sexual selection through mate choice (Johansson and Jones
2007). Because of their high species specificity, pheromones
are commonly used for pest management programs, providing
environmentally friendly approaches to the control of major
pest insects, including mating disruption, mass trapping, lure
and kill and push-pull strategies.

In most moth species the females release a sex pheromone at a
designated time to which conspecific males are attracted from
distance. When approaching the female, the male lands on a
surface close to the calling female, courts shortly and attempts
mating. In the pink bollworm, the females often reject some
males before accepting one for mating. Mating takes place up
to 90 min, while the spermatophore, containing the sperm, is
transferred to the female in the first 30 min (Agee 1969). During
the transfer of the spermatophore, other mate searching males
disturb the copulating pair in the attempt to break the couple up
and mate with the female. This behaviour, copying the success of
another male, may have evolved to overcome female rejection
by searching for receptive, copulating females.
In the laboratory of the Department of Entomology of the Volcani
Center we studied the sexual behaviour of the pink bollworm
males, when copying the successful choice of a mating male.
We identified the interfering (copying) males. From a cage
with 20 males and 20 females we collected all couples and the
adjacent interrupting male to two glass tubes. Measuring the
males’ size from head to the tip of the abdomen revealed that
the interrupting males were significantly larger than the males
engaged in-copula (Figure 1).

In moth species, the sex-pheromones are typically blends of two
or more unsaturated carbon chains of different length, which
enable substantial diversity in the communication channel
Wyatt 2014).
The pink bollworm, Pectinophora gossypiella, (Lepidoptera:
Gelechiidae) is a key pest of cotton worldwide (Noble 1969,
Henneberry 2007). The female released sex pheromone
is a blend of two components Z,Z-, and Z,E isomers of
7, 11-hexadecadienyl acetate (Hummel et at. 1973) with a
slightly changed ratio in different geographic populations
(Bierl et al., 1974; Linn and Roelofs 1985). For monitoring and
control practices, including mating disruption, a synthesized
pheromone, termed Gossyplure, is used, which is a blend of
1:1 Z,Z-, and Z,E of 7, 11-hexadecadienyl acetate (Qureshi et al.
1984; 1993; Buchelos et al. 1999).
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Figure 1. Males’ size. Lengths of males in-copula and males that interrupted
the mating couples (Paired T-test, p=0.038, N=47).

pheromone traps and the rate of infestation in fruiting bodies of
cotton plants by young larvae in three regions of central Greece.
J. Appl. Entomol. 123: 433-436.
Gaston, L.., Kaae, R.S. Shorey, H.H. and Sellers, D. 1977.
Controlling the pink bollworm by disrupting sex pheromone
communication between adult moths. Science 196: 904-905.
Henneberry, T.J. 2007. Integrated systems for control of the pink
bollworm Pectinophora gossypiella in cotton. in: Vreysen, M.J.B.;
Robinson, A.S.; Hendrichs, J. (Eds.) Area-Wide Control of Insect
Pests, pp 567-579.
Hummel, H.E., Gaston, L.K., Shorey, H.H., Kaae, R.S., Byrnc, K.J.
and Silverstein, R.M. 1973. Clarification of the chemical status of
the pink bollworm sex pheromone. Science, 181,873-875.
Johansson B. G. and Jones T. M. 2007. The role of chemical
communication in mate choice. Biol. Rev. 82, 265–289.
Löfstedt C., Herrebout W. M. and Menken S. B. J. (1991) Sex
pheromones and their potential role in the evolution of
reproductive isolation in small ermine moths (Yponomeutidae).
Chemoecol. 2, 20-28.
Figure 2. Olfactometer bioassay. Males preference for (a) Females vs.
males (ChiSquare=32.83, p=0.001, N=88). (b) Females vs. males near females
(ChiSquare=12.5, p=0.0004, N=84). (c) Females vs. copulating males and feamels
(ChiSquare=12.46, p=0.0004, N=118). (d) Males near females vs. copulating
males and females (ChiSquare=13.49, p=0.0002, N=115).

In a two arms olfactometer bioassay, we tested the male
preference for different dyad volatiles and found that males
were more attracted to copulating males and females than to
females alone, or to males in the vicinity of females.
The "mating pheromone" is released during mating of the pink
bollworm and attracts conspecific males. These males, which
are significantly larger than the copulating males, approach the
couple and push the mating males away of the female, increasing
their chances to mate with the now available receptive female.
Which gender releases the pheromone is currently not known,
however, we hypothesise that males are not likely to actively
release a "mating pheromone" that calls for their competitors,
as they will, most probably, lose their mates for the approaching
lager males. Females, however, may benefit from attracting
larger mates, as they have more sperm and are more likely to
protect the female from further sexual harassment. Females
may cease calling, when the sperm is already transferred to her
genitaia. The "mating pheromone’s" chemical characteristics
and its volatility (effective distance from the source) needs
further studies.

Linn, C.E., Roelofs, W.L., 1985. Response Specificity of Male
Pink Bollworm Moths to Different Blends and Dosages of Sex
Pheromone. J. Chem. Ecol. 11, 1583-1590.
Qureshi, Z.A., Ahmed, N., Hussain, T. 1993. Pheromone trap
catches as a means of predicting damage by pink bollworm
larvae in cotton. Crop Prot. 12, 597-600.
Qureshi, Z.A., Bughio, A.R., Siddiqui, Q.H., Ahmed, N., 1984.
Seasonal population fluctuation of pink bollworm, Pectinophora
gossypiella (Saund.) (Lep., Gelechiidae) as monitored by
gossyplure. J. Appl. Entomol. 98, 43-46.
Roelofs W. L. and Cardé R. T. (1974) Sex pheromones in the
reproductive isolation of lepidopterous species. In: Pheromones
(ed. M. C. Birch), North-Holland Publishing Company,
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Membrane
Treatment of
Brackish Water
For Unrestricted
Use For
Irrigation

Fig. 1. The NF- RO experimental field layout

as magnesium) from the non-desirable monovalent ions (such as
sodium and chloride), which are finally removed from the water
by the following RO stage; (ii) the advantageous ions (in the NF
brine flow) can be blended with the free sodium water produced
at the RO stage (RO permeate stream) to create a nutrientenriched, low-salt water; (iii) improve of overall water recovery;
and (iv) the use of desalinated brackish water in agriculture can
potentially lead to increasing total biomass production and also
enables shifting from some types of crops to others, more salt
sensitive and often more profitable.
The purpose of the on-going research project is to examine plant’s
response to different qualities of applied water and to examine on
a field scale the possibilities of brackish groundwater treatment
for unrestricted reuse, primarily for agricultural irrigation.

Results

Beni Lewa, Vladimir Yudacheva,
Yftach Afgina, Amos Bickb
Benilew@volcani.agri.gov.il
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Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Israel
b
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Introduction

Increasing demand for food, feed and fibre requires increasing
efficiency of agricultural production systems and to overcome
water shortage in arid and semi-arid regions. The alternative
is the use of non-conventional water sources, including saline
(brackish) waters, high-quality run-off water and treated
wastewater. Reuse of brackish water, mainly for agricultural
irrigation, simultaneously solves water shortage problems and
allows for overcoming environmental pollution nuisances.
Nonconventional water sources have to be treated properly to
get rid of all the undesirable physical, chemical and biological
contaminants that are able to: (i) cut down crop yield; (ii)
damage crop quality; (iii) reduce the choice of crops; (iv) injure
soil appropriateness; and (v) harm the irrigation tools. Brackish
water treatment regarding irrigation purposes is important to
the agricultural business, mainly in the Arava region of Israel.
A new Nano Filtration - Reverse Osmosis (NF-RO) configuration
(Fig. 1) is proposed to be a promising solution for brackish water
treatment for irrigation since: (i) the NF stage can separate the
agriculturally advantageous divalent and multivalent ions (such
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Water from the Arava Valley in Israel was used for this study
(specific brackish water from Hatzeva-Idan aquifer in the Arava
Valley (Israel)) which is characterized to some extent by saline
water with a typical TDS concentration of 1,200 ppm. Four
different water qualities (Arava brackish water; NF permeate;
NF-RO; and Tap Water) combined with On-surface Drip
Irrigation (ODI) technology for crop irrigation were examined
in a pepper growth experiment.
The use of membranes reduced the electrical conductivity (EC)
level in the irrigation water, both for NF and for NF+RO systems;
however, in both systems the relevant ion levels, such as
magnesium, were still high. On the other hand, tap water, with
the lowest EC level of all, showed magnesium concentration
below the minimum required for irrigation, indicating that part
of the water in the Israeli system is already desalinated sea
water using RO membranes.
Plants irrigated with Tap Water showed the lowest growth
(Fig. 2A) and the lowest number of leaves (Fig. 2B); and that
was caused by the lack of essential ions in the water, such
as magnesium. Plants irrigate with Arava brackish water, NF
permeated and NF+RO treated water showed a similar growth
and the number of leaves with time, indicating that water EC
between 1.56-3.28 dS/m and Mg2+ between 33-50 mg/l do not
affect plant development.
Similar to plant growth, plants irrigated with tap water showed
the lowest yield (accumulated number of fruits and fruit weight,
Fig. 3) of all experiments. However, in this case, NF-RO showed
the highest yield of all, mainly in the first harvest period. Arava
brackish and NF irrigation models showed a similar yield
throughout the period, getting close to the NF-RO at the end
of the experiments. It can be seen that although water salinity
did not affect plant growth, it indeed affected the plant yield,
with a higher number of fruits for the irrigation of NF-RO. One

Fig. 2. Effect of different water quality on plant heightA and number of leaves with timeB

Fig. 3. Effect of different water quality on accumulated number of fruitsA and accumulated total fruit weightB

interesting point is the fact that it was expected that NF irrigation
would give a higher yield than Arava brackish water, since the
salinity is lower in the first case. Although Arava showed a higher
yield, the values were very close.
Pepper fruits were heavier and bigger using Brackish water for
irrigation (weight, length, and diameter), Fig. 4. Irrigation with
NF and NF-RO gave similar fruits and; irrigation with tap water
gave the smaller and lighter fruits. Total Soluble Solids and
ascorbic acid in pepper fruits increase with increasing EC, like it
occurred with other species, such as melon or tomato, although
no significant differences were found.

Fruit texture (rate of relaxation) is an important variable
affecting pepper quality, Again, an increase in fruit texture was
observed with increasing EC in the irrigation water. Firmness in
pepper fruits has been related to the level of calcium in the fruit
and brackish water has the higher calcium concentration, which
decreases significantly with for NF and further with NF+RO.
To make sure that the pepper fruit was harvested at the same
degree of ripeness, color was measured. In the experiments, all
fruits showed a higher percentage of red color over green color,
however, this difference was more significant in the fruits irrigated
with NF-RO than in the other irrigation systems (brackish, NF
and tap water), indicating that probably fruits irrigated with
NF-RO reached ripeness before the other irrigation systems.

Conclusions

Selecting an appropriate water feed irrigated quality of
agriculture production is often a subjective task, especially in
arid zones. The performance of the hybrid membrane system
(NF-RO) for treatment of brackish for pepper production
presented several preliminary conclusions: (i) NF membranes
are very effective for removing soluble organic particles; (ii)
permeate quality exceeds the regulation limits for irrigation; (iii)
the RO permeate complies with salinity water quality; and (iv) it
is imperative for irrigated agriculture fields to raise a variety of
products of better quality and with less wastage, and increase
the value added to water.
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The Israel Plant Gene Bank (IGB) of the Agricultural Research
Organization (ARO) is the national center in Israel to conserve
the genetic resources of regional vegetation. The IGB is a
physical repository for collected seeds for current and future
uses and development, and is also part of the collection and
conservation program for wild plant and landrace seeds from
natural habitats all over Israel. The wealth and diversity of Land
of Israel plant life is in danger due to habitat loss caused by
intensive urbanization, infrastructure construction and the
rapid transition to modern agriculture based on elite lines with
extremely limited genetic diversity.
The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
has issued frequent warnings in recent years of an anticipated
global food crisis. Rising temperatures and extreme climactic
changes in part may affect the amount and quality of available
precipitation for agricultural crops. Different forecasts suggest
that the occurrence of agricultural pests and disease will also
increase due to climatic changes. To ensure food security,
agricultural plant breeders must today develop crop varieties
that can withstand changing environmental conditions.
New agricultural varieties must be cultivated to withstand
extreme climatic changes, beyond a narrow focus on crop
quantity or quality. Plant breeders today must emphasize
resilience to climatic changes: extreme temperatures, short
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and intense rainfall regimes, and changing diseases. Wild
plants and landraces are vast repositories of genetic diversity
for crop improvement. Their genetic variety can improve crop
adaptability to current and future environmental challenges.
The IGB collection preserves genetic variety and is one of
the essential components for the preservation of the genetic
biodiversity of Israeli flora. Israel contains some of the richest
variety of plant species found in the world. The region is
recognized as the center of genetic diversity and is characterized
by the abundant presence of crop wild relatives(CWR) of grains
(wheat, barley, oats), legumes (peas, lentils, chickpeas), fruit
trees (plum, pear, fig), vegetables (garlic, carrot, cabbage),
aromatic plants (sage, fennel, hyssop), and productive plants
(flax, clover, alfalfa). CWR are defined by the European Crop
Wild Relative Diversity Assessment and Conservation Forum
as wild species closely related to food and fodder crops, and
by extension, forestry species, ornamental and industrial
crops, and other species of socio-economic importance (such
as medicinal and aromatic plants), to which the wild relatives
may contribute genetic material. The IGB holds 95% of the 370
different CWR native to Israel.
CWR have long been known for their importance. They have
great value to agriculture and forestry, both of which have
benefited for millennia from CWR genes that confer, for
example, pest and disease resistance, drought tolerance, and
other advantages sought by agriculture globally. Cultivars of
modern crops are genetically uniform, which underscores the
necessity of developing new resistant and better-adapted
cultivars that incorporate wild relatives’ genetic advantages.
High demand for new cultivars must be met by obtaining novel
genes from wild relatives.

Crop landraces of Israel

Israel also contains heirloom species (landraces) that were
cultivated in the Fertile Crescent thousands of years ago. These
crop landraces dynamically adapt to environmental conditions,
contain broad genetic diversity and produce predictable
harvests. These landraces are disappearing due to the ongoing
extinction of agricultural biological diversity. The objective of
IGB is the long-term preservation of seeds that can be made
available to plant breeders and researchers for many years to
come.
Landraces are dynamic populations that evolve over
generations, due to natural and human selection for adaptation
to local environments, produce stable yields, and contain
extensive genetic diversity and buffering capacity. Over the 20th
century, landraces in Israel and all over the world were replaced
by a very small number of "modern" varieties bred and grown
in high-input industrial farming systems for uniformity, high
yield, and suitability for mass food production. Local landraces
that evolved considerable genetic diversity for adaptability and
resilience, as well as high nutrient content and rich and varied
flavors, are in danger of extinction.

Wheat provides a classical regional example for the decline of
genetic diversity. Since the early 20th century, wheat genetic
diversity has been sharply eroded by the persistent genetic
selection for high and stable yields, as well as the quality
requirements of the flour milling and baking industries.
Modern wheat strains are based on a small number of highyield varieties with narrow and fragile genetic diversity, while
traditional wheat strains contain a genetic diversity developed
over thousands of years through selection by traditional
agriculture in different environments. In the late 19th century
hundreds of traditional wheat strains were cultivated in Israel.
During the 20th century, these were replaced by a small number
of modern "semi-dwarf" strains that were cultivated for their
high yields, uniformity, capacity for intensive agricultural
management with high inputs (synthetic, usually chemical
fertilizers, pesticides, etc.), and suitability for mass food

production. As intensive agriculture expanded, semi-dwarf
bread wheat strains (Triticum aestivum) were introduced in the
1960s and 1970s, and traditional strains were discarded from
the seed map in Israel. By the 1980s, traditional wheat strains
had been entirely abandoned. These factors have led to the
disappearance and near extinction of traditional strains of
genetically diverse Israeli wheat.
The IGB maintains a unique collection of local landraces that
have been collected since the beginning of the 20th century.
These were deposited in the IGB and other gene banks globally,
and are now exported back to Israel and provide Israeli and
international researchers with access to important pools of
traits and genes for better research and breeding in the face of
climate change pressures and growing food demand.
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Turning Food
Waste Into
Green Energy
- A Circular
Economy
Platform for
Sustainable
Agriculture

Background

Approximately one-third of the food produced globally is either
lost or wasted. From both economical and environmental
perspectives, sustainable management of food wastes is a
global challenge. According to the 2018 Food Waste and Rescue
Report (produced by Leket Israel and BDO), the volume of food
loss in Israel amounted to 880,000 tons at a value of about NIS
7.9 billion. Decomposition of food waste in landfills produces
greenhouse gases as well as other contaminates that leach to
soil and water bodies. On the other hand, treating food waste as
a resource for renewable energy can be an excellent approach
as it has high caloric value. Although some of these waste
streams are reused, mainly as animal feed, the majority of food
processing wastes is not valorized and should be considered as
an alternative feedstock for renewable energy production.
Animal food products provide 18% of the global calorie
consumption and its demand is expected to increase with respect
to population growth. Livestock manure conversion into energy
products and services, such as fuel for heat, electric power and
transportation may enhance sustainability in animal feeding
operations. Most of "waste to energy" strategies for livestock
manure and food waste are based on biological processes,
which convert the biomass into biogas in anaerobic conditions.
However, biological processes generate large volumes of a
secondary liquid effluent that should be further treated to
maximize its economic value and minimize the environmental
footprint. Hydrothermal conversion of biomass using subcritical
water represents a promising technology for energy recovery
from waste streams with high water contents.

Hydrothermal biomass processing

Roy Posmanik
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The main advantage of hydrothermal processes is the use
of water as the reaction media and therefore they offer
opportunities for an energy efficient valorization of wet-waste
streams, such as food waste and livestock manure. Hydrothermal
processes enable fast hydrolysis, phase fractionation, and
re-polymerization reactions of organic matter. Hydrothermal
carbonization (HTC) and liquefaction (HTL) typically take place
over a range of temperature, pressure and time conditions (200
to 380°C, 2 to 30 MPa, and 10 to 120 min, respectively). These
conditions allow the production of biocrude oil and solid phase
(hydrochar), both with a higher energy content than the raw
material. Substantial changes in the properties of water that
occur near its critical point (Tc=374°C; Pc=22 MPa, Fig. 1) turn
the water into an attractive media for chemical conversion.
Near the critical point of water, an increased ionic product with
decreased density and dielectric constant increases its reactivity
for reforming organic compounds. All these properties affect

Moreover, the oxygen content in biocrude oil is lower by
22-42%, compared to manure. The characteristics of hydrochar,
the secondary energy product, are highly influenced by the
reaction temperature. For example, hydrochar generated at
200 contains 26% oxygen; while at 300°C it is only 14.7%, 40%
lower than its content in manure. Higher temperature leads to
an increase in the degree of aromatization and condensation of
the hydrochar, thereby improving its thermostability.

Energy balance

Fig 1. Hydrothermal biomass processing zones based on the phase
diagram of water

Fig 2. Changes in elemental composition between the livestock manure
and the generated biocrude oil and hydrochar

the chemical reformation of biomass in the subcritical region to
produce energy products that contains a higher carbon content
and a lower oxygen content than present in the biomass
feedstock.

Livestock manure as a case study

Reaction temperature affected the relative yields of biocrude
oil and hydrochar from livestock manure. Looking at carbon
distribution among reaction products at three different
temperatures (200, 250 and 300°C) provides an additional
insight into the reaction chemistry. For example, the majority of
manure carbon (~58%) is recovered as hydrochar at the lowest
temperature (200°C) while only 16% is recovered as biocrude
oil. At the highest temperature (300°C), the majority of manure
carbon (~54%) is recovered as biocrude oil, while 34% is
recovered as hydrochar. For all three temperatures, the residual
carbon ranges between 2 to 8%, probably resulting from a small
production of CO2-rich gaseous phase.
Changes in elemental composition between the feedstock and
the energy products are illustrated in Fig. 2. HTL is therefore
a useful platform to generate an energy-rich biocrude oil with
carbon content that is ~2 times higher, compared to manure.

Evaluating the quantity and quality of each of the energy products
(i.e., biocrude oil and hydrochar) normalized to initial energy
content of the feedstock, enables the comparison of different
reaction temperatures from an energy recovery perspective.
Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of process temperature (200, 250
and 300°C) on energy recovery using HTL. Higher process
temperatures seem to benefit the overall energy recovery. The
residual fraction at 300°C is only 5% of the original energy
content in the feedstock, while at 200°C, 28% of the energy is
not recovered. Overall, our simulation demonstrates high values
of total energy recovery achieved by hydrothermal conversion:
95% for 300°C, 82% for 250°C and 72% for 200°C.
Theoretical calculation of the overall energy balance obtained
by heating the feedstock up to the target temperature for the
required reaction time. Our analysis also demonstrates the role
of heat integration in hydrothermal systems, as the steam heat
may offset a substantial amount of the required thermal energy.
With the returned energy values as biocrude oil and hydrochar
we could sum the total returned energy per day and by using the
calculated values of invested energy we calculated the energy
return on invested (EROI). All scenarios provide a positive
energy balance with energy returned, which is 1.5 to 3 times
higher than the energy invested. Those values are encouraging
in terms of future implementation.

Conclusions

Clean technologies are required to generate renewable energy
products using food-processing waste. From a circular economy
perspective, our analyses demonstrate the capacity of HTL to
recover multiple energy products from food processing waste
and by that to increase the energy efficiency and sustainability
of intensive agricultural systems. Altogether, the experimental
data, the energy balance and sensitivity analysis may bridge the
gap between the laboratory measurements and the ‘real world’
application.

Fig 3. Simulated distribution of energy (in percentage) contained in
manure (100% at left) and different HTL products (biocrude oil, hydrochar
and process water) at different temperatures
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Generating Upto-Date Crop
Maps Optimized
for Sentinel-2
Imagery in
Israel

Fig. 1. Phenology features. The x-axis value of the left red dot represents
the SOS date, and the y-axis value of the left red dot represents the
SOS VI value. The x-axis value of the right red dot represents the EOS
date, and the y-axis value of the right red dot represents the EOS VI
value. The x-axis value of the green dot represents the maximum date,
and the y-axis value of the red dot represents the maximum VI value.
The orange, green, and blue lines represent the growing season length,
the length of the enhancement period, and the length of the reduction
period, respectively
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Introduction

Agriculture plays a crucial role in both water management
and food security. While agricultural production is key in food
supply, irrigated agriculture is one of the most significant
water consumers. Due to the impact of agriculture on the
world’s resources, it must be optimally managed to secure our
future. Understanding which crop is grown where and when
is essential for better decision-making regarding yield, water,
and fertilization. For example, crop maps can facilitate cropspecific water consumption estimates (Rozenstein et al., 2019;
Rozenstein et al., 2018), and regional yield forecasting can
be based on crop maps (Manivasagam & Rozenstein, 2020).
Therefore, decision-makers may rely on crop maps as a reliable
tool to facilitate better agricultural management.
Using satellite images can facilitate crop mapping. However,
fields with large in-field spectral variability can lead to crop
misclassification; more than one crop type might be tagged
inside one field. One way to overcome this problem is by using
object-based classification. This approach to crop classification
generates objects representing the boundaries of the
agricultural fields, through a process termed segmentation.
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Fig. 2. Example of Mean Shift segmentation output using the blue, red,
and NIR bands as input and high\low spectral and spatial parameters.
(A) Input image (the blue, red, and NIR bands). (B) Over segmentation.
(C) Undrsegmentation (D) Optimal result.

The spectral information in a single date might limit the
ability to identify crops (Rozenstein & Karnieli, 2011). Therefore
using the unique crop phenological features can overcome
this limitation because crops often have different seasonal
variations. The penology features can be automatically
extracted using feature extraction methods from vegetation
indices (VIs) time-series. Accordingly, the segmentation of plot
boundaries together with the extraction of crop phenological
characteristics, can facilitate accurate crop classification.
The overarching aim of this study was to develop a process to
automatically generate crop maps for Israel from a time-series
of Sentinel-2 imagery. This process included several steps:
segmentation, phenology features extraction, and machine

learning classification. Three machine learning methods
for crop classification were compared: Random Forest (RF),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGBoost).

Methods

A time-series of Sentinel-2 images from 119 dates between
October 2017 and September 2019 was acquired from the
Copernicus Open Access Hub. Segmentation was performed to
delineate the boundaries of each field automatically. For each one
of the 119 images, the average pixel value inside the area of each
segment was calculated to create a VI time-series for each field.
Subsequently, it was determined whether one crop or two crops
were grown one after the other in each field during the growing
season. A field-specific sample was considered as a single crop
sample if the VI time-series contained a single maximum point,
and a double-crop sample if it contained two maximum points
that are at least 75 days apart and have a local minimum point
between them. Eleven phenological features that represent the
crop’s unique pattern were extracted. The essential features that
served as the basis for most of the other features are the crop’s
start and end of the growing season dates and VI values (SOS
and EOS). To detect those features automatically, we used a
five-point moving-average. The SOS and EOS were determined
where the VI time-series crosses the moving-average curve or
the reverse moving-average curve, respectively. Once the SOS
and EOS dates and the corresponding VI values were extracted,
so were the remaining features (Fig. 1).

Fig .3. Feature importance for XGBoost and RF classifiers. The error bars
represent the confidence interval for the four VIs (NDVI, OSAVI, NDRE,
and NDII)

The phenological signature of each crop was calculated to
compare how different features were pronounced in every
crop. Three classification algorithms (Random Forests, Support
Vector Machines, Extreme Gradient Boosting) were tested for
crop classification. The model was trained and tested on a
sample of 1361 fields in Israel.

Results

Fig 2. Shows an example of tuning the segmentation process.
The accuracy represented using area under curve (AUC) values
was: Support Vector Machine (AUC=82%); Random Forest
(AUC=87%); and Extreme Gradient Boosting (AUC=88%).
Fig. 3 presents the relative importance of different phenological
features in two of the classification methods tested. Fig. 4
shows a crop classification map.

Conclusion

In this study, a method for automatic crop classification was
developed for a time-series of Sentinel-2 images. The best
method for this task was an XGBoost object-based classification
of crop phenological features. It has been demonstrated in this
study that crop maps can be created accurately, without human
intervention and at a reduced computational time in comparison
to hand made maps. This study opens opportunities to apply this
methodology in other areas worldwide as well as on other crops
in Israel and using data from additional spaceborne sensors.
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Picture 1: A visual observation of asynchrony between almond varieties that resulted in low yields after the abnormally warm winter of 2017 in Israel

A Novel Plant-Climate Model to
Predict Bloom Time of Deciduous
Tree-Crops During Climate Shifts
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Incentives

Climate shifts are compromising productivity and limiting the
expansion of deciduous tree-crops worldwide. To mitigate
that, we need empirical data and a computational approach to
guide farming applications. Biologically, multiple tree-species
can produce sustainably in warmer or drier environments.
Yet, it is difficult to predict their fit for site-specific climatic
conditions. Researchers developed multiple plant-climate
models to identify tree-crops' climatic requirements, mainly
focusing on winter chill. However, the plant-climate models
lacked a physiological framework that would enable upscaling
to different climatic scenarios or new market varieties.
We set to develop a physiological framework for the climatic
requirements of deciduous tree-crops. We recognized that
dormant trees rely solely on stored energy, i.e., non-structural
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carbohydrates (NSC), for winter maintenance metabolism and
spring bloom. We also acknowledged similarities between the
empirical climate-plant models and the temperature-kinetics of
starch metabolism. Hence, we postulated that dormant trees
monitor winter progression by cellular adjustments to NSC
metabolism.

Methodology

We observed NSC concentrations in branches of almond trees
from numerous farms across California and Israel. It was part
of a citizen-scientist initiative coordinated by Maciej Zwieniecki
(UC Davis) that analyzed starch and soluble carbohydrates
(SC) in 20,000 samples since 2017. We complemented the
NSC analyses with historical climatic records and phenological
surveys of bloom time.

Next, we developed an eco-physiological model to project
changes in carbohydrate concentrations in dormant trees
by temperature changes during winter (the C-T model). The
model is based on the temperature-kinetics (module 1) of the
competing enzymatic pathways regulating NSC in winter
- starch synthesis and starch degradation (module 2). The
model considers that SC concentrations signal plants to adjust
metabolism to temperature changes and maintain metabolic
homeostasis throughout winter (module 3, figure 1). Finally, the
model projects that increasing temperatures in late winter cause
a critical metabolic deficiency that breaks trees' dormancy and
initiates bloom.

Module 2:

k(T) = α exp β T

Module 1:

Module 3:

α(sld)(t)= λ α (sld)(t-1)+ δ

Findings

According to their temperature-kinetics at the time of
senescence, the C-T model exhibited that dormant trees would
hydrolyze their starch reserves by mid-November. Except that
dormant trees probably promote the starch synthesis pathway
to regulate cellular SC concentrations throughout winter
(figure 1). In such a case, SC levels increase in November and
then stabilize for December through January. Throughout the
chills of December and January, dormant trees repeatedly
augment the genetic expression of starch synthesizing
enzymes. It is counterintuitive at first, as trees hydrolyze starch
in winter. Promoting starch synthesis enables trees to match
SC concentrations to the cellular maintenance metabolic
requirements.
By the end of January, days become longer and warmer,
which promotes starch synthesis. Additionally, chilled trees
significantly induced their starch synthesis capacity and lowered
the NSC homeostasis-temperature (where starch degradation
and starch synthesis operate at equal rates). The dormant trees
inevitably transform SC to starch, limiting their available energy
and inducing a metabolic deficiency. The starch surge in dormant
branches is traceable in field observations. Its timing depends
on the cumulative temperature changes throughout the winter.
Additionally, the model’s projections of a metabolic deficiency
precede bloom time by ten days across multiple growing sites
and several crops.

Implications

The mechanistic C-T model integrates hourly winter
temperatures to predict multiple deciduous tree-crops' bloomtime in various environmental conditions. Parameterizing the
model only requires access to climatic datasets and phenology

Figure 1: An illustrative representation of the C-T model’s projection
that the starch synthesis pathway is promoted as winter progresses and
average daily temperatures decline

records of extension services or farm managers. Integrating
field NSC observations would potentially improve the model's
precision markedly, and such farming efforts are now feasible
and inexpensive. The C-T model incorporates a mechanistic
perspective that enables the modeling of additional tree species
in alternative climatic scenarios. The C-T model also emphasizes
that we need to study enzymes' genetic expression in the NSC
metabolism pathways in dormant trees during winter.
The C-T model enables a mechanistic and data-driven approach
to guide farming and research efforts to:
1. Yield predictions - Several tree-crops are incompatible to
self-pollination. The C-T model could predict crosspollination's effectivity by projecting the bloom synchrony
(picture 1) between various varieties in field conditions.
2. Precise farming - NSC accumulation by late summer is a novel
index to improve irrigation and fertilization. NSC
concentrations by late winter can guide farmers on chemical
applications to induce or postpone bloom time.
3. Decision support - The C-T model's projections on tree-crops'
productivity in various climatic conditions can guide farmers
on the species and the varieties they should consider in new
farms.
4. Novel phenotypes - The C-T model unveiled a series of new
phenotypes to tree-crops' fit to specific climatic conditions
and to their climate-resiliency. Associating the NSC
metabolism phenotypes with gene sequences would enable
breeding programs to incorporate new resiliency attributes
to probable climatic shifts.
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"Plastic out!" The call for banning plastic packaging altogether
is likely to lead to the opposite effect than desired. Instead of
reducing of carbon footprint the unavoidable implication of
eliminating packaging will increase fresh produce waste which
not only will it take toll on the environment but also increase
hunger, reduce food security and drive fresh produce prices
higher than it is now.

So what do we do about it?

5 Principals in the approach towards environmental
responsibility in fresh produce marketing. In collaboration with
the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Environmental
Protection, ROP has recently spelled the 5 principals in the
approach towards environmentally responsibility in fresh
produce marketing. This was also presented on the FoodTech
Virtual Delegation to Israel, an event took place earlier this
month.

Various film materials are tested for its potential to preserve the
freshness and presentation of broccoli

Environmentally-Responsible Approach
Includes:

1. Taking actions to preserve freshness and reduce food losses
and food waste along the entire logistic chain from the farm
to consumption.
2. Packaging selection for those that are suitable for protecting
the freshness of the produce within.
3. Reducing packaging to the minimum required.
4. Packaging material selection for those with the least harmful
impact on the environment.
5. Developing bio-degradable / compostable packaging /
edible coating.
Growing attention to food loss and food waste is reflected
in the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). SDG Target
12.3 calls for halving per capita global food waste at the retail
and consumer levels and reducing food loss along production
and supply chains (including post-harvest losses) by 20301.
Discussing tradeoffs between increased fresh produce waste

1
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http://www.fao.org/3/ca6030en/ca6030en.pdf

Extend Cast Broccoli by ROP (right) vs. commercially used polyethylene
bag

and the use of plastic packaging, the report further spells that
"it is important to look at the entire packaging-product system
in life cycle analyses to assess properly the total environmental
burden of measures adopted... Adequate packaging may
prevent food losses or waste by protecting and extending the
shelf life of food products. Packaging is increasingly blamed for
having one of the highest environmental footprints in the food
system. However, assessments of its environmental impact
often overlook the benefits that it brings in reducing food
losses or waste. To evaluate the total environmental burden
of food packaging adequately, the environmental footprint
of the losses or waste that are avoided by using it, as well as
the potential for recycling the packaging, must be considered.
The net balance of environmental benefits and damage varies
between food products. Using packaging to avoid losses of
products with a heavy footprint in production may bring more
environmental gains than not using packaging and facing a
higher level of losses".
Fresh produce always makes it to the cashier in a bag (or
other packaging type), this is a fact with that in mind, one
might suggest that the produce is better packaged into retail
packaging at source so that it is protected all the way from
the farm to the consumer. The right protection means creating
the atmosphere inside the packaging to reduce the respiration
rate and thus slow down metabolism / aging of the produce
packaged. It also means that the packaging material used is
capable to prevent dehydration while avoiding creation of
excess moisture, fogging and free water droplets formation
inside the bag which presents risk to accelerate spoilage of the
produce within.

Then how do you know which packaging
material to use?

Well here comes to play the combination of post-harvest
physiology and polymer engineering knowhow. Because not
all produce items are the same in its respiration rate, sensitivity
to spoilage causes, dehydration rate and other physiological
attributes affecting its longevity and deterioration rate, a specific
packaging is engineered for each produce item or sometimes
family if crops. The same applies to the polymers used as well.
They differ in its permeability to carbon dioxide, oxygen and
water vapor. Also they could be manufactures in various gauges
and include special characteristics like integrated antifog or
stability to specific temperature conditions.
The optimal packaging would be the one that preserves the
freshness of the produce packaged, minimizes dehydration,
prevents formation of fogging and free water droplets and
delays other senescence related physiological processes.
The right packaging has the potential to reduce waste to near
zero figures. In addition to its impact on the produce itself,
the packaging material chosen should be the lowest in gauge
possible, made of mono polymers, recyclable or compostable.

The role of the regulation

Professional approach should be adopted to how packaging
materials used are selected. The Ministry of Environmental
Protection should intervene, applying measures for the efficacy
of the packaging used in reducing waste. The industry should
be advised of the right packaging to use for each specific
produce items. The same way, unnecessary or environmentally
compromising materials should be banned and if insisted to be
used by growers, shippers or packers then it should be taxed
accordingly.
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Balanced Crop Nutrition:
Fertilizing for Crop & Food Quality
Dr. Patricia Imas
Patricia.imas@icl-group.com
Chief Agronomist, ICL Group
Every farmer wants to see their crops grow healthily, develop
fully, and yield properly in both quantity and quality. To achieve
all this, crop plants must have enough of every essential nutrient
they need readily available in the soil. A plant that lacks any
essential nutrient cannot thrive: the seed may not germinate;
the plant may not be able to develop good roots, stems, leaves,
flowers or fruits. In extreme cases of nutrient deficiency, the
plant will die.
Scientists have identified seventeen essential nutrients to
plants. The three main nutrients are nitrogen (N), phosphorus
(P) and potassium (K). Together they make up the trio known as
NPK. Other important nutrients include calcium (Ca), magnesium
(Mg) and sulfur (S). Plants also need small quantities of iron
(Fe), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), boron (B), chloride
(Cl) and molybdenum (Mo). These are known as micronutrient
elements because only small amounts are needed by the
growing plant.

Fueling soil fertility
Essential nutrients are mainly taken up by plant roots. While
soil naturally contains many nutrients, these soil nutrient
reserves can become depleted. Farming year after year without
adequately replenishing nutrients results in a downward spiral
of soil fertility. Crop yields decline, food insecurity increases,
and environmental degradation is more likely.
Farmers usually apply plenty of N and P but often neglect to
pay enough attention to other nutrients. This leads to nutrient
imbalances and deficiencies. All the nutrients removed with
every harvest must be replenished through fertilizers, manures,
cover crops, etc. (integrated nutrient management) in order to
sustain crop production.

with better crop quality the produce is more in demand and
may attract a premium price, and with better crop health and
resistance to pests and diseases the other costs of production
such as pesticides are reduced.
There are benefits beyond the farm as well. Higher farm incomes
enable business expansion and creation of more jobs and thus
contribute to the development of the whole rural economy. At
a national level, the whole country benefits from more robust
food security, less dependency on food imports and even the
opening up of food export opportunities.

Sharing the science of investing in crop
nutrition
There is a need to convince farmers to invest in their soil’s
fertility. Farmers need to be encouraged to prioritize not only
N and P, but also to apply K and other nutrients. In South Asia,
Africa and other regions of the world there is rising incidence
of deficiencies of K as well as other nutrients in soil due to
unbalanced fertilizer use. As soil fertility degrades, farmers are
losing the basis for sustained production and income.
Understanding of crop nutrition needs to be expanded. It
is indeed often difficult to visualize the effect of potassium
and other nutrients, but this should not prevent us from
demonstrating the positive effects of balanced fertilization on
yield, quality and stress tolerance in the crops in farmers’ fields.

Balanced multi-nutrient supply to crops with
Polysulphate

Balanced fertilization, the key for sustainable
crop production

Fortunately, there are efficient and effective fertilizer solutions
available to farmers. Polysulphate is a multi-nutrient fertilizer
that contains four nutrients, namely sulphur, potassium,
magnesium and calcium. It contains 48% SO3 (19.2% S), 14%
K2O (11.6% K), 6% MgO (3.6% Mg) and 17% CaO (12.2% Ca),
all in sulphate form, with all these nutrients fully available to
plants. As well as having a low salt index and a neutral pH it
has chloride content that is very low, enabling it to be applied
to sensitive crops.

The business benefits of balanced fertilization of crops are
obvious: with higher yields the farmer makes more profit,

Polysulphate is derived from a mineral called polyhalite, mined
in the UK. Being a natural crystal, it has a unique dissolution

Intensive agriculture (sometimes as many as three crops
per year from the same soil) requires a judicious nutrient
management strategy to optimize the supply, efficiency and
value for money of the fertility inputs.
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Effect of Polysulphate application to tomato crop grown in Henan Province, China.

pattern which means that it releases nutrients gradually after
being applied to the soil. Gradual nutrient release reduces
the chance of fertilizer being leached (lost from the soil) with
rainfall and being an environmental problem. The prolonged
availability of nutrients perfectly matches the timing and
quantity of nutrients required by a wide range of crops.

Targeted, balanced and precise crop nutrition - with K, S,
Ca and Mg nutrients and gradual and prolonged release of
adequate S - is one of the keys to unlocking crop performance
and achieving both crop productivity and profitability. It is
something that farmers - and consumers - everywhere would
like to see.

Additional benefits of Polysulphate include: a low carbon
footprint; it delivers dependable high value with low negative
environmental impact; and it is certified for organic use. To
farmers, the balanced nutrition from Polysulphate provides
higher yields as shown in this example of tomato production in
Henan, China, comparing different fertilizer practices.
Polysulphate guarantees more complete and efficient
fertilization, even in the most nutrient-demanding crops that
extract a great deal from the soil. These include irrigated crops
such as corn, potatoes, beets, cotton or high-productivity winter
cereals such as strong wheat. Vegetable crops and orchard
trees also benefit from Polysulphate application in many ways:
produce has better color, bigger size, less defects and longer
shelf life, as shown in this example of a pineapple trial in
Malaysia.

Fertilizers fundamental to global food security
Fertilizers play a critical role in the world’s food security.
Ensuring that every crop plant has access to an adequate supply
of each essential nutrient at every growth stage, with no over
or under-supply, would make the world of difference to global
food supplies and farmer incomes.

Pineapples grown with Polysulphate have improved shelf-life. Measured
as part of a trial in Malaysia.
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How a Japanese Engineer
Changed My Salad
Elad Toby
remy@remy.co.il
Founder, CBDO & CTO
REMY - advanced LED lighting solutions
In the year 2014 three Japanese engineers, Shuji Nakamura,
Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano were awarded the Nobel
Prize for physics. They received the prize "for the invention of
efficient blue Light-Emitting Diodes, which has enabled bright
and energy-saving white light sources".
The efficient blue LED went into commercial production in 1993,
and so began a revolution in all light applications.
New capabilities of this electronic component were drastically
better than before, so much so, that it was expected (and
confirmed in reality) to reduce global energy consumption to a
level where it was worthy of a Nobel prize.
While the whole lighting industry was exposed to a game
changing development that shook the market, under the surface
a totally different industry was about to experience a similarly
significant effect by this invention. It would go as far as changing
the very basic of agricultural food production possibilities,
making room for original innovative thinking.
An agronomic lighting solution stands on three main pillars:
Quantity (of photons), Qualities (of spectrum) and Photoperiod.
The option to use LED in agricultural applications brought
unprecedented improvements in all three.
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We can now deliver much higher light intensities to our plants
with practically no limitation by heat dissipation and distance
to canopy.
The spectrum can be designed at will and even changed during
the growth cycle. Specific spectral manipulations can address
secondary metabolic pathways and give unique attributes to our
plants.
The LED electronic light fixture integrates seamlessly with
advanced control systems. We can accurately dim and schedule
lighting treatments to provide precise conditions for our plants.
With LEDs we have much better control of photoperiod.
With such a disruption to a 140+ years old market comes an
amazing opportunity together with some challenges. Knowledge
to apply lighting, at the technically-possible level, was missing
while a wide range of product design, specs and qualities
entered the market. It was hard to choose the right fit for your
application at first, but as the market advanced, knowledge
was built and “best practices” were starting to appear. We
still have a lot more to learn and it is obvious that current
technologies can be used with much better control, efficiency
and sophistication.

There are commercial indoor CEA facilities all over the world,
mostly growing leafy greens, micro greens and cannabis with a
beginning of an indoor-grown market for strawberries, tomatoes
and more crops are on the way. Yet I am not the one to say all
food will eventually be grown indoors. I don’t think the coming
global food crisis can be solved solely by indoor CEA farming.
Looks like it will be solved by the accumulated capabilities of
many innovative food production solutions, including printed
hamburgers, fly larva and grasshopper based proteins. I do
think indoor CEA farming will be a necessary addition to humankind’s food production arsenal, especially if someday, down the
line, we plan to inhabit other planets in and out of our solar
system. Someday…
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LEDs contribution to the development of complete indoor
CEA (Controlled Environment Agriculture) is enormous.
Light fixtures' form factor, efficacy, spectral control and heat
dissipation direction has opened the option to grow food
anytime, anywhere.
Lighting is no longer a limiting factor in our growth protocol, it
has evolved to be an enabling factor.
We can now get Photosynthesis On Demand (POD) and have
the capabilities to someday reach photosynthetic independence,
where we can grow enough food at will without dependence on
natural conditions.
We are still only seeing the tip of the iceberg with the integration
of high efficacy LED in agricultural applications.

It was only a few days ago, during the COVID-19 lockdown that
after hard negotiations we finally broke down and agreed to
let our 5.5 year old son watch one last episode of "The magic
school bus rides again" before going to bed. It turns out that
specific episode (season 2 episode 3 by the way) was about
precision agriculture and they actually had a vertical farm and
vertical growing cylinders in a cartoon! I was blown away, and
smiled as I realized the vision where it will be common for our
children to eat vegetables grown in an urban area indoor CEA
farm is being normalized and when it does eventually happen it
will seem obvious to my son.
27 years ago, a group of Japanese engineers made a lighting
component much better. I sometimes wonder if they thought
their invention would make it possible to achieve photosynthetic
independence and secure the human race's food production
capabilities.
LEDs are a revolution that gave birth to a second revolution.
Electronics that went as far as changing the way we look at food
production and expand its limits.
That’s how a Japanese engineer changed my salad.
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Is It Possible to Double The Yield
and Decrease Chemicals Use?
Dr. Nimrod Israely
nisraely@biofeed.co.il
Biofeed Founder and CEO

Robert Malthus; We Can't Keep on Feeding The
Growing World Ppoulation!

Thomas Robert Malthus predicted in 1798 that the world’s
population would grow so fast that we wouldn’t be able to
produce enough food. Food availability is on the international
agenda; the Nobel Committee awarded the 2020 Peace Nobel
Prize to the United Nations for its World Food Program.
Today we are using two leading agricultural practices, which are
Conventional and Organic farming models.
Although we have advanced much, it seems to be insufficient to
answer the growing demand for food, which raises the urgent
need for innovation.
CONVENTIONAL FARMING - is producing about 90% of the
world food needs. With the agrochemical industry’s help, we
expected that it would answer the globally growing demand
and enable abundant food production. In reality, its growth rate
is limited. Despite sprays’ proliferation, certain pests, such as
fruit flies, damage 50% to 80% of the fruit crops in Africa and
Asia.
The global population got accustomed to the idea that our food
is intensively sprayed with chemicals, and even accepted it, if
only it could get us enough food. But by the end, the excessive
use of chemicals did not create the abundance we were hoping
for. Instead, it put in danger ours’ and environmental health.
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A mango infested by fruit flies

ORGANIC FARMING - We expected it to be very healthy, ecofriendly, zero use of sprays and chemicals, and with time to
produce a growing portion of the global food consumption. In
reality, Organic farming is using sprays and chemicals, although
often different and less destructive than Conventional farming
does. Unfortunately, it produces a lower yield per hectare and,
in most places, less than 10% of the food needs.
We conclude that nor Organic nor Conventional farming lead
toward a solution as to how we can continue feeding the fastgrowing global population.
We face a dual dilemma; how do we produce enough food, and
how do we produce it in a manner that resonant with the UN
SDGs, which represent current fundamental global values and
demands.
The big question is, therefore, where do we go from here?

General Characteristics

Conventional

Organic

Use of insecticide sprays

Many

Fewer

Yield loss

30%-80%

30%-80%

% fruit flies effectively managed

<5%

<5%

Pest control efficiency

Low-Medium

Low-Medium

Food Safety

Low

High

Environmental Safety

Low

High

Health: to consumers

Low

High

Health: to environment

Low

High

Sustainability

Low

High

Part in global food production

Majority

Minority

Part of the impacts of Conventional vs. Organic pest control regimes. As
a model for this table, I used fruit flies' impact on mango orchards

Redefining The Question

Are we doomed to choose between Enough Food under
Conventional farming to Healthy Food under Organic farming?
Being a farmer and scientist, I was wondering, “How do I meet
the demand for food alongside with having it healthier and safer
for consumers and the environment?”
That question led me to establish a company named Biofeed,
dedicated to developing non-spraying crop protection solutions.
Biofeed focuses on ways to manage the most complex and
challenging fruit pests’ in the whole wide world - FRUIT FLIES.

Under the Green Valley farming model, the infestation outcome
results were consistent with a 90% to 99.9% reduction in fruit
infestations, with a 100% reduction in fruit fly sprays.

A Novel Farming Model and A New Quality
Category

Biofeed focused on the Mango industry in Africa and Asia,
not because it is easy to manage fruit flies in Mango orchards
in those places, but because it is hard, and because of the
livelihood of millions of farmers in the emerging economies is
dependent upon it!
Thanks to Green Valley field-proven results, we all know that it
is possible to double food production within a single season!
We know it is possible to reduce sprays application to zero! We
know it is possible to achieve Export Quality, where farmers
couldn’t sell in the local markets. We know it is possible to do
all this while keeping our health and protect the environment as
top priorities.
Above all, we know that there is no more need to choose
between Conventional or Organic farming alternatives. Why
compromise if you can get the best of both farming models?
The Green Valley farming model is a 21st Century fresh new
category that is well suited for current and future demands and
requirements.
Applying the Green Valley model in the emerging markets and
bringing more income to the farmers will also help in the global
fight against poverty.
It is evident that if we can protect mangoes in Africa and Asia
from fruit flies, we can perform it with other crops and pests.

Fruit Flies Case Study Model

Biofeed developed, as a case study model, an unusual approach
towards fruit fly control. This model is applied as a Package
named Green Valley, which contains Technology, Methodology,
and Protocols designed for farmers to be user-friendly and
cost-effective.
Fruit flies are recognized as the most problematic fruit pests,
causing Africa and Asia (despite endless sprays) 50%-80% fruit
loss. No wonder why there is a food shortage!
Due to the high fruit fly infestation, mango export from most
African and Asian countries dropped nearly zero!
Biofeed perfected the Green Valley farming package, tested it in
3 continents, 30 different fruits, and vegetable crops, hundreds
of varieties, vary climate conditions (from deserts to the tropics),
and challenged the results with the most terrorizing fruit fly
species in Africa and Asia; Bactrocera dorsalis, Bactrocera
zonata, Ceratitis capitata, Ceratitis cosyra.
Biofeed implemented the Green Valley model in thousands of
hectares of commercial orchards, with Conventional orchards
(using sprays, traps, sanitation, etc.) used as the 'Control
Treatment.'

This Figure is based on real data obtained from fieldwork in the African /
Asian mango industry. The Green Valley farming model presents the ability
to produce more marketable fruits of a higher-quality, using non-spraying
technologies combined with compatible methodologies and protocols
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